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ABSTRACT 
Given a transfer function b(.z)/a(z), a classical feedback problem is to find a 
dynamic feedback - d(z)/c(z) such that the closed loop characteristic polynomial 
(ca + d)(z) becomes stable. Antoulas has proved that this is equivalent to finding a 
stable partial realization of a certain sequence of real numbers. The converse is also 
true: Every partial realization problem can be transformed into a feedback problem. 
This paper gives a new formulation of the equivalence between feedback and 
realization of scalar systems. As an application, algebraic conditions for existence of 
reduced order stabilizing feedback are derived. 
INTRODUCTION 
A scalar linear time invariant control system in continuous (discrete) time 
may be represented by a rational transfer function b( z)/a( z), which for any 
choice of input is equal to the ratio between the Laplace (Zeta) transform of 
the input and the output. The system can be stabilized by constant gain 
output feedback if and only if all the zeros of the polynomial a(z) + kb(z) 
are in the open left half plane (open unit disc) for some choice of k. Such a 
polynomial is said to be Hurwitz (Schur). However, for most systems no such 
k exists, and a dynamic compensator must be used. If this compensator has 
the rational transfer function - d(z)/c(z), the overall feedback system has 
the form shown in Figure 1. 
The closed loop transfer function becomes 
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FIG. 1. 
and it is stable if (UC + bd)( z) is Hurwitz (Schur). The poles of the closed 
loop system can always be placed arbitrarily using a compensator of order 
one less than the original system. For example, a Luenberger observer can be 
used to reconstruct the state variables, and then ordinary state feedback can 
be applied. 
It is natural to ask for the simplest possible stabilizing compensator, i.e. 
polynomials c and d of minimal degree such that deg d < deg c and ac + bd 
is Hurwitz. However, this has turned out to be a very difficult problem, and 
existing general methods for solving a set of polynomials inequalities in 
several variables that have been applied to this problem by Anderson et al. [l] 
lead to very complex computations. In this paper we give an upper bound on 
this minimal degree, by proving sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
stabilizing compensator of any order. 
The scalar partial realization problem is stated as follows: Given a 
sequence of numbers y = (yr, . . . , yN), find a rational function f(z)/e(z) 
such that f( z)/e( z) = Cr_ rykz- + 0( z-~-‘). The function is then called a 
realization of the (partial) sequence y. The minimal degree of a realization of 
y is called the McMillun degree of y. This problem has been studied by 
several authors, e.g. [2-41. It arises for example when a discrete time transfer 
function is to be estimated from a truncated measurement of its impulse 
response. What is important for this paper, however, is the result by Antoulas 
[5] proving that the feedback stabilization problem can be transformed into a 
partial realization problem, with the additional condition that the realization 
must be (Hurwitz) stable. 
Theorem 1, which is the main theorem of this paper, takes a different 
approach to the equivalence between feedback and realization. The sequence 
corresponding to b/a is calculated directly from a linear equation in the 
coefficients of a and b. The lemmata concerning the denominators of partial 
realizations, which are used to prove the theorem, are also of interest in their 
own right. The technique is then used to derive sufficient conditions for 
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existence of reduced order stabilizing compensators of a prespecified degree. 
We also characterize all systems of order m which can be stabilized by 
feedback of order less than m - 1. In particular, we define a class of pole-zero 
configurations that correspond to such systems. 
MAIN RESULT 
The following theorem establishes an equivalence between feedback and 
partial realization: 
THEOREM 1. I. Given two coprime polynomials a(z) = a,,, 
+ . . . + a,zmpl + zm and b(z) = b, + . . . + boz”, 2 < m < n, choose y = 
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Then y has McMillan degree m. A realization of y is given by C&(.z)/a(z) 
forsomerealCif&+bb=l. 
II. Conversely, given integers 2 < m < n and a sequence y = 
(YIY...rYmcn-l ) of McMillun degree m, the equations 
(a, ... a, 1) zzz 0, 
I 
(bn ... bO) ;’ 
Y2 ... Y?v1 ’ 
= 0, 
\Y n+l Ynt2 *** Ym+n-l / 
b “_*= . . . =b,=O 
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polynomials a(z) = a,,, + * * * + alum-‘+ 2”’ and b(z) = 
b, + . . . + bOzn. The polynomial b(z) is unique up to proportionality. If 
m < n, then a(z) is unique. 
III. In both cases the following two statements are equivalent for any 
polynomial e( 2): 
(i) There are polynomials c(z), d(z) such that 
(ac+bd)(z)=e(z) and degd<degc-(n-m). 
(ii) The sequence y has a realization with denominator e(z). 
REMARK 1. A proper system b( z)/a( z) is modeled by b, _m _ 1 = . . . = 
b 1 = b, = 0. A proper compensator is then obtained when n = m, and a 
strictly proper one when n > m + 1. 
REMARK 2. The polynomials a and b corresponding to a given sequence 
y also appear as two consecutive “ Lanczos polynomials” Q,, and Q, _ 1, 
obtained by the recursion formula Qk+l(~) = ak+l(z)Qk(~> - /3kQk-1(~), 
Qo=l,Q_l=O, whereth e continued fraction expansion 
PC! PI K-1 - . . . - 
&I - %(Z> - - %W 
is a realization of y [4, p. 3071. 
To prove the theorem, we need some notation and preliminary results. To 
each row matrix e = (e, . . . eO) and integer k, we associate a Toeplitz 
matrix 
/ 
e, . . . e, 0 
T,(e)= ‘.. **. k E Rkx(n+k) 
0 e, . . . e, 11 





. . . 
Yk 
Yz Y3 Yk+l 
\i&k+l i-k+2 ..’ iv 
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LEMMA 2. Let e=(e, ... e, 1). The sequence y=(yl,...,yN)ERN 
has a realization with denominator e(z) = e,, + . . . + elznpl + Z” E W[z] if 
and only if either n > N or one of the following two equivalent equalities 
holds: 
eH,_,( y > = 0, T&,(e)y = 0. (1) 
Proof. The definition of partial realization may be written f(z) = 
e( z)Cf= lykz-k + 0( zneN-l), or equivalently 
(L-1 ..- 
(e, *.- e, 1) 
fo 0 ... o)= 
0 Yl Y2 ... YN-PI 
Yl Y2 Y3 YN-nfl 
. . 
Yl Y2 ... Yn+l YNC2 ‘.. YN 
where f(z) = f,_l + . . . + fOznpl. It follows immediately that (1) holds if y 
has a realization with denominator e(z). Conversely, if (1) holds, let 
‘0 \ 
(L-1 . . . fo)=(en_l ... e, 1) . . ’ y’ ;
,Yl ... Yn, 
then f( x)/e( z) is a realization of y. n 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that the sequence y = (yl,. . . , yN) has two realiza- 
tions r(z)/u(z) and s(z)/b(z) with dega(z)+degb(z) < N. Then 
If instead deg a + deg b = N + 1, then a and b have a common factor if and 
only if (2) holds. 
Proof. We have by definition (r/a)(z) = Cf= lyk~- k + 0( .z-~- ‘) = 
(s/b)(z)+ O(Z-~-‘); hence (rb - sa)(z) = a(z)b(z)O(z-N-‘) = 0(x-‘). 
Thus rb = sa and the first part is proved. 
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Suppose that dega+degb=N+l and a(z)=aO(z)c(z), b(z)= 
b,(z)c(z), deg c >, 1. Then (rb, - sa,)(z) = (rb - sa)(z)/c(z) = 
%(z)b(z)O(z- N-1) = 0( z-l). Thus rb, = suO, and (2) must hold. The 
converse is obvious. n 
LEMMA 4. Zf y =(yl,..., yN) has McMillun degree m < (N + 1)/2, then 
HL(y) husfullrunkforkgm. 
Proof. Suppose that Hk(y) EIW(~-~+‘)~~, k < m, has not full rank. 
TheneH,(y)‘=eH,_k+r(y)=Oforsome e=(ek_i *.. e,)withe[=land 
- 
Z- 
. . . =e 1_ i = 0 if I > 0. By Lemma 2, the truncated sequence y’ = 
i,...,~~_~) has a realization of the form f(z)/e(z) with e(z)=ek_i 
+ . . . + elZk-‘- ‘. Since any minimal realization of y is also a realization of 
y’, and m + (k - 1 - 1) G 2m - 1 - 1 G N - 1, Lemma 3 shows that f( z)/e( z) 
is a realization of y. This is a contradiction, since deg e < m, so the proof is 
complete. n 
We are now ready to prove the original theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1. I: Let y be constructed from a and b according to 
the theorem. The Sylvester matrix 
is regular, since a and b are coprime [6]. This implies that 
has full rank for k Q m - 1. In particular, y is unique up to proportionality. 
Let 1 be the degree of b(z). Lemma 2 implies that the truncated sequence 
(Y i,...,~l+rn-1) h as realizations T(z)/u( z) and s(z)/b( z). A realization 
t( z)/e( z) of y of degree < m would also be a realization of ( yi, . . . , Y[+~_ 1), 
so by Lemma 3 
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which is contradictory to the coprimeness of (I and b. Hence y has McMilIan 
degree T. 
Let b(z)/a(z) = &pkfk. Then 
Z(z) 6(z) 1 
- = a(z) + @b(z) b(z) 
-k + o( Z-m-degb) 
so Lemma 2 shows that 
This implies that the sequences p and y are proportional, so I is proved. 
II: Let a(z) and b(z) be constructed from y as stated. Let 1 be the 
degree of b( z ). Lemma 2 implies that ( yi, . . . , yI+, _ i) has realizations 
r( z)/a(z) and s(z)/b(z). Since y has McMiUan degree m = deg a > deg b, 
we must have r(z)/a(z) # s(z)/b( z), so Lemma 3 shows that a and b 
are coprime. The statements about uniqueness follow immediately from 
Lemma 4. 
III: Suppose e(z) = em+n_k_l + . . . + eozm+n-k-l, e, # 0. Let e = 
(em+n-k-l “. ea). Then for 1~ k d m - 1 
0) = the equation e = x has a solution x = ( c d ) 
= eH,(y) =0 a (ii). 
In the third equivalence, we have used the fact that 
Hk(Y) = o 
and that the two matrices both have full rank. This was proved for 
in the proof of I, and for Hk(y) it follows from Lemma 4. 
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In [7], Bymes and Lindquist call a sequence stable if it admits a minimal 
realization which is Hurwitz stable. They prove that preservation of stability 
as such a sequence is truncated or extended is not a “generic” property. That 
result is also an immediate consequence of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose a(z) is a Hurwitz polynomial of degree m, while 
b(z) of degree m - 1 has a zero in the open right half plane. Let -the 
sequence y = (yl, . . . , yz,) be defined as in Theorem 1 I with n = m + 1. 
Then evey sequence y ’ = ( y;, . . . , ~4,) sufficiently close to y (in the stan- 
dard topology of R2”‘) has a Hurwitz stable minimal realization, but the 
truncated sequence y[ = (y;, . . . , y2m_2) has not. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2 that a sequence y’ sufficiently close to y 
has McMillan degree m, so let a’(z) and b’(z) be defined by Theorem 1 II 
(uniquely up to proportionality). Then if y’ is close enough to y, a’(z) is a 
Hurwitz polynomial of degree m close to a(z), while b’(z), being close to a 
multiple of b(z), is of degree m - 1 and not Hurwitz. Lemma 2 shows that 
y’ has a realization r(z)/a’(z), which is therefore minimal and stable. 
The same lemma shows that the truncated sequence y[ = (y;, . . . , y&-2> 
has a realization s(z)/b’(z). By Lemma 4, Hk(y’) E R(2m-k-1)xk has full 
rank for k < m, so H2,_k_l(y[)= Hk(y[)‘~lRkX(2m-k+1) has full rank for 
k < m - 1, and thus Lemma 2 shows that y/ can have no realization of 
degree less than m - 1. Hence s(z)/b’( z) is a minimal realization of yi. For 
another minimal realization t(z)/c’(z) of y/, Lemma 3 shows that 
s( z)/b’( z) = t( z)/c’(z), so c’(z) is a multiple of b’(z), hence unstable. This 
completes the proof. n 
REDUCED ORDER STABILIZATION 
Theorem 1 shows that the minimal degree of a proper stabilizing compen- 
sator for a given system is equal to the minimal degree of a stable realization 
of the corresponding sequence. 
We will now define a sufficient condition for existence of stable realiza- 
tions of a prespecified degree. This condition can also be interpreted as a 
sufficient algebraic condition for the existence of reduced order stabilizing 
feedback of a prespecified degree. The theorem will be stated for Hurwitz 
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stability (continuous time systems), but a simple Moebius transformation 
shows that p(x) of degree n is Schur if and only if 
is Hurwitz, so the result can be used for discrete time systems as well. 
THEOREM 6. The sequence ( yl,. . . , yN) has a Hurwitz stable realization 
of degree r > N/2 if for some 1, 1~ 1~ 2~ - N + 1, the equation 
I Yl YI+1 ... YI+N-r-1 ’ 
(eN_? . . . el 1) y+’ y+” .” T+N-r =o (3) 
\ Yl+N-r YI-cN-r+l . . . Yl+2N-2r-1 I 
defines a unique manic Hurwitz pOlynfn&l e(Z) = eN_,. i- . . . + ZNer. 
THEOREM 6’. Consider a system transfer function b( ~)/a( z) with deg b 
G dega = m <n. Let (~~,...,y~+~-~ ) be defined as in Theorem 1. Then 
there is a stabilizibg dynamic feedback - d(z)/c(z) with deg d + (n - m) 
<degc=kifforsomel, l<l<m-n+2k+2, theequation 
(en-k-l *. . e1 1) 
/ Yl YI+l ... Ylin-k-2 \ 
Y1+1 Y1+2 ... Yl+n-k-l 
= 0 
\ ;I+n-k-1 iI+npk “. %+2n-2k-3, 
defines a unique manic Hurwitz pOlyrWr&l e(z) = e,_,_ 1 + . . . + .znp k- ‘. 
Proof. The equivalence between the two versions of the theorem follows 
from Theorem 1. By Lemma 2, for E < 0 the sequence y has a realization 
with denominator 
e’(z)(z + E)“-‘(~2 +1)2r-Np1+1 
= (eh_, + . . * + eEzN-r-l + zN-‘)( f2Er_N + . . . + j$i2r-N) 
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if and only if 
I 
2-N **- f5 0 
(e&_, ... ef: 1) ‘.. **. 
0 2-N ... fs 1 




Iv,+, "- iN / 
The assumptions show that e’(z) is Hurwitz and uniquely determined by (4). 
By continuity, the same must be true for e’(z) when E is sufficiently small. 
Thus y has a Hurwitz realization, so the theorem is proved. n 
When r = N - 1, or when k = n - 2, the results become particularly 
simple. In fact, Theorem 6’ with m = n = k +2 shows that a scalar system of 
degree m can be stabilized by feedback of degree < m - 2 if the correspond- 
ing sequence includes both positive and negative elements. We will prove 
below that this is also a necessary condition. 
COROLLARY 7. A sequence (yl,. . . , yN) has a Hunoitz stable partial 
realization of degree < N - 1 if and only if it contains both negative and 
positive elements. 
The corresponding formulation for a given transfer function is the 
following: 
COROLLARY 7’. Consider a system transfer function b(z)/a(z) with 
degb<dega=m<n. Let y=(yl,...,y,+n_l) bedefinedasinTheorem 1. 
Then there is a stabilizing dynamic feedback - d(z)/c(z) with deg d + 
(n - m) Q deg c = m - 2 if and only if y contains both positive and nega- 
tive elements. 
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows immediately from Theo- 
rem 6. The necessity is a consequence of Lemma 2 and the fact that every 
manic Hurwitz polynomial has only positive coefficients. n 
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Chen [8] proved necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
stabilizing compensator of order two units less than the system order by 
observing that the set of characteristic polynomials that can be obtained by 
such a compensator is a hyperplane, which contains a Hurwitz polynomial if 
and only if it contains a polynomial with only positive coefficients. 
The next theorem provides explicit examples in terms of pole-zero config- 
urations of the case when no stabilizer of degree < m - 2 exists. 
THEOREM 8. Put 
a(z)=z*+a,z*-'+ ... +a,=(z-q)...(z-Q), 
b(z)=z"+blz"-l+ ... +b"=(z-p,).+-&J. 
Then in each of the following cases, ac + bd is not Hun&z for any c, d of 
degree <m-2: 
(i) n = m, fil < . . . Q j?, E Iw +, Vi: ]arg(a, - &)I < r/m, 
(ii) 1 <n<m, pr< ... < /3, E R +, Vi : ]arg(l/cu, - l/fir)] G r/m, 
(iii) n = 0, Vi : ]arg Lyi( Q T/m. 
(See Figure 2.) 
Proof. First of all, we note that (iii) follows from (ii) as n = 1, /?r --, + co. 
This is because ]arg(l/cY,)] = ]arg CQ]. 
\ I / \ / 
wh’ ’ Pi \u A@++ / \ / \ / \ 
(iii) 
FIG. 2. 
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Given two polynomials c and d, the set of polynomials a and b of degree 
< m such that UC + bd is Hurwitz, is open. Hence, without loss of generality, 
we may in the proof assume no multiple zeros of a and b, strict inequality 
< ?r/m, and n = m in (ii). Then (ii) is equivalent to (i), since if UC + bd is 
Hurwitz and deg d = deg c (which can be assumed without restriction when 
n = m), then a(~-‘)c(z-‘)+ b(z-‘)d(z-‘) is Hurwitz. 
For the proof of (i) we define y as in Theorem 1. We then have 
yk = 2 Res,=8 zk-‘a( z) 
i=O t 64 
m p 
= i!!l a(Pi)nT=l,j+i(Pi-Pj) ’ 
This may be interpreted as the mth divided difference of zk- ‘/cY( z) with 
respect to pi,..., &,, [9]. It follows that [9, p. 61 
Yk = (ml l)! Dm-‘$+ z=E 
[ I 
for SOme 5 E [P1,Pml (D takes the derivative with respect to z). Assume 
without restriction, that or = a,,. . . , CQ_~ = iizl and ~+i,. . . , a, E R. Then 
by Leibniz’s formula for derivatives of products, 
Zk-l 
yk( m - l)! = D”-’ 
r&:=,(z - a,) 1 Z=e 
(m-l>! 
j,! *. . j,_,! 
oh( 
where the sum is taken over all combinations of indexes j, > 0 such that 
j, + . . + j, < m 1. However, each conjugate (Y, E be written 
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on the form (+T+~‘, where i is the imaginary unit. Furthermore 
= j!( -1)j 1 
cy-a (t-a)j+l- (,a),+1 i 
j!( -‘)‘I 1 1 
= 2irsine \ ( _ reie)j+l - ( _ ,e-is)j+l 
653 
j! sin(j +1)0 
=- 
Ti+2 sin 0 
>o 
if lel= larg(a-[)I -C r/k< r/(j t-1). Since [Djp(l/(z - cq+,))],,, ~0, 
we have yk( - 1)” > 0 for k = 1,. . . ,2m - 1, and the proof is finished. n 
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